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The new TE-BJ 18 Li Solo cordless biscuit 
jointer from the Power X-Change family 

from Einhell. Photo: Einhell 

Precision timber joints with the 

cordless biscuit jointer from Einhell 

 
Landau an der Isar, July 25, 2022 – With the TE-BJ 18 Li cordless biscuit jointer, Einhell 
Germany AG has added a specialist tool for crafting precision timber joints to its already 
extensive range of Power X-Change cordless tools. Thanks to the unit's solid aluminum 
design, this handy tool is perfect both for milling accurate biscuit dowel joints and for 
cutting slots. Individual adjustment options make the cordless, battery-powered device 
incredibly flexible and an indispensable addition to any workshop. 
 

Wide range of adjustment options for maximum flexibility  
 
Whether for model making or furniture 
construction: With the TE-BJ 18 Li Einhell cordless 
biscuit jointer, accurate milling of wood joints 
becomes an easy task. With infinitely variable 
height adjustment and a solid aluminum design, 
biscuit dowel joints and slots can be accurately cut 
in wood. And, thanks to the ability to freely adjust 
the angle setting up to 90 degrees, you can also 
cut perfect miters. In addition, the device features 
a six-stage quick adjustment mechanism for 
accurate milling depths up to a maximum of 20 
mm. The cordless biscuit jointer is suitable for all 
standard biscuit dowel sizes up to size 20. 
 

For comfortable and clean working 
 
Thanks to the large additional softgrip handle, the powerful cutter always feels safe and 
comfortable to hold while you are working. The face spanner supplied with the unit can 
be used together with the integrated spindle lock for quick and easy cutting blade 
changeovers to make the cordless biscuit jointer even more flexible to use. As well as 
this, you can use the supplied dust bag or the extraction adapter to keep your workplace 
clean and dust-free. The adapter also makes the cordless biscuit jointer compatible with 
any Einhell wet and dry vacuum cleaner. 
 

Cordless power for the workshop 
 
The TE-BJ 18 Li cordless biscuit jointer is a new addition to the innovative Power X-
Change family – which means that it is compatible with all of the battery packs in the 
range. The Einhell family of cordless tools already includes over 250 power tools and 
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tools for the garden and is set to gradually expand to 350 different tools by the end of 
2025. 
 
For more information about the TE-BJ 18 Li solo cordless biscuit jointer please visit: 
https://www.einhell.de/shop/en-de/te-bj-18-li-solo.html 

RRP in Germany: € 109.95 

 
 

About Einhell Germany AG 

Einhell is a leading manufacturer of state-of-the-art tools and equipment for the house and garden. From its 

headquarters in Landau/Isar (Bavaria), the internationally successful company has continuously expanded 

its innovative rechargeable battery platform Power X-Change and is now the market leader in the area of 

cordless tools and garden equipment. For many years Einhell has set new standards in terms of 

endurance, performance, and safety. Einhell customers appreciate the freedom of cordless operation for all 

their DIY projects, as well as the excellent value for money that Einhell products represent and the first-

class customer service offered by the company. 
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